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ABSTRACT

The system PNtalk is a language and tool based on the object-oriented Petri nets
intended for model a non-trivial concurrent and distributed software system. They have
been developed by our research group at Brno University of Technology. PNtalk benefits
from the features of Petri nets as well as object-orientedness. This paper deals with the
open architecture of the PNtalk system and it investigates PNtalk’s ability to control all
aspects of the object life.

1 INTRODUCTION

The PNtalk is the project dealing with the modeling, simulation, verification, and
prototyping of non-trivial software systems. It has been focused on object-oriented Petri
nets (OOPNs) allowing a formal, hierarchy, and object-oriented description of modeled
problem [1]. Models described by OOPNs can be created and their behavior simulated by
means of specialized tools, that we call the PNtalk system. There have been introduced
some experimental implementations of such system and presented some ideas about mod-
eling and simulation using OOPNs for several years. Our current prototype has been built
up as an open system which can combine different modeling and simulation paradigms of
describing models and can also simultaneously support several independent simulations.
The system is approached as a transparent layer on a top of the Smalltalk system.

The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we think about the object behavior. Then
we describe meta-level architecture of PNtalk, notice important parts of it and we outline
their purposes. Finally, we summarize current research and its development for future.

2 THE OBJECT BEHAVIOR

We can say each object has some behavior. From the general point of view we can
distinguish two kinds of the behavior: let’s call them the domain behavior and the compu-
tational behavior. The domain behavior represents operations (or methods) that are offered



by the object. The computational behavior defines the form of message processing and it
is usually hidden in the language environments (e.g. C++, Simula, Java). However, there
can arise the need to change this one, thus the object would offer means for manipulation
with the computational behavior.

In addition to many other things we ask for full controllable objects too. It means
we would be able to start the object, to stop it, to store it, to restore it, and so on. Due
to that request whole object is controlled by just the real Smalltalk process providing the
operation processing. It follows the message passing between objects must be replaced by
delegation and sequential processing is replaced by event processing with respecting two
basic classes of events:

• inside events(events arising inside the object, e.g. a sequence of commands)

• outside events(receiving messages)

To ensure the features described above we define two special notions that define
whole object behavior: the domain object and the metaobject. The domain object provides
the domain behavior and the metaobject specifies the computational behavior as well as the
control mechanisms of the object’s life. Simultaneously we have to classify the messages
into two groups:

• the domain messages. They are messages defined by OOPNs classes. They are not
implemented directly but they have the special invocation form enabling to simply
control the object’s computational behavior. They are always delegated.

• the control messages. They enable to control the object and to process the events.
The control messages can be received either directly or by means of the special direct
control message (thus, that received message is delegated). Every domain messages
are accessible just via the special control messages.

In order to ensure the control mechanisms of the object so all control messages can not
be delegated. Hence we define two types of messages in accornadce with the message
processing:

• direct messagesare processed in the classic message passing way. They ensure the
basic controlling of the object. A part of the control messages are direct messages.

• indirect messagesare processed by means of the delegation. They ensure the domain
behavior of the object and partially the object controlling. The indirect message is
received by means of the special direct message. All domain messages and a part of
the control messages are indirect messages.

3 THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Whole system is divided into two parts: so-called static and dynamic part. The static
part consists of objects describing classes of OOPNs. The dynamic part consists of objects



representing live OOPNs1 objects (instances of OOPNs classes) and objects needed for
simulation run. We will call all these object as metaobjects in order to we mark them off
from OOPNs objects and classes that are represented by those metaobjects. All metaobjects
are ordered in the system hierarchy. Each metaobject has its place in the system and there
is strictly defined the communication protocol between appropriate components. Because
of the static part is not interesting for our paper, we will not next deal with it. The system
structure of the dynamic part is shown in the Figure 1. We can see three basic types of
metaobjects there:

• PNObject representing the OOPNs object.

• Environment representing a group of OOPNs object collaborating in the simula-
tion. It is very useful concept allowing us to split up whole live system into inde-
pendent parts2. The environment defines a life-space of a set of objects and controls
these objects.

• Processor representing the dynamic part of the system.

Figure 1: The PNtalk architecture - basic overview

The interfaces of all basic metaobjects are alike, each metaobject can add new opera-
tion (e.g. thePNObject adds operations that are needed to receive the domain messages)
or redefine present operations. Thus, three metaobjects described above have the same
principle of control: just the controlling process, event processing and two types of mes-
sages with the difference the metaobjectdoes nothave the domain messages. All messages
of metaobject are control messages and only if the metaobject represents some domain ob-
ject then it must define the control message for receiving domain messages of the domain
object.

1We suppose the system architecture will allow to abstract away from the OONPs formalism and to use
the another formalism or its modification.

2The simulation is mainly characterized by the time axis. The independent simulations thus mean simu-
lation runs with different time axes.



The metaobject processes all inside events by step-by-step method. The object may
do next step (thus process someinside event) only if the object receives appropriate control
message (e.g.step).

4 THE DELEGATION AND SYNCHRONIZATION

As there has been already said, the classic sequential processing has been replaced by
event processing and it is processed in just the real process. It also requires doing atomic
events and synchronization of events (received message can not affect other events or they
order). Hence the object processing is divided into two parts:

The message entry (outside events processing) receives messages and ensures consistency
of the message and the method which has been invocated in virtue of the entry of the
message. Because of the message is delegated, the sender can not wait for the mes-
sage response. Consequently, the message unique identification is returned as the
result of message delegation after message entry and the message is stored into the
input queue. The real result is carried back to the sender via special control mes-
sage – after method finishing the metaobject gives notice to the sender about it and
carries a method result together. The sender can process this event at any time with
destroying invocated methodafter this processing.

The life process (inside events processing) works in the cycles with the meaning the cy-
cle represents the processing of just the event. Each cycle gets the message from
input queue, takes information about type of message (control or domain), creates an
event (or selects one of inside events) and processes it.

The metaobject is realized as a pair (master, slave). The master represents the metaobject
from external point of view while the slave ensures the operations that are processed in the
life process. The operations can be defined either for the control messages (then they are
implemented as methods of the slave) or for the domain message (then they are represented
by special system objects). Nevertheless, every operations do in so-called the method
context allowing to splite the operations to more events and consequently to process the
operation in more steps.

The life process lives in context of the master receiving the direct control messages.
The delegated messages are received by means of the special direct control message. Each
indirect message can be processed in more steps (thus it can be defined as a sequence of
events), but there can be processed just the one event for the time step.

It follows that we can save the state of live object including semi-finished messages
and sequentially we can restore this object and its state in simple way. It also allows the
object migration or, in more exactly words, it is one of the necessary features for migration.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, we have briefly presented the PNtalk system. PNtalk is the open simu-
lation and development environment based on object-oriented Petri nets above all. Never-
theless, our approach brings a possibility to modify this formalism, to chage it to another



one, or to adapt the formalism for the needs of experimental aims or real aplications. These
changes can be done incrementaly, i.e. for choosen parts of the models. Secondly, the pre-
sented system architecture allows to create more independent simulations and to use special
simulation techniques. Thirdly, the present concept of object controlling and proxy-objects
together make the basis of full-distributed work (i.e. collaborating of far objects including
the possibility of object migration). Nevertheless, there are still several open questions for
future research, such as own transmit, stopping message passing during the transmit, and
so on. To summarize, PNtalk is prepared for an open framework for modeling, simulation,
and prototyping of the heterogenous, distributed systems or, if it need be, the choosen parts
of the systems.
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